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Today:
 Collect data – run yourselves on an experiment
 Explanation of experiment – theory, hypotheses and method
 Guidance on writing Introduction and Method of the research report



Next week:
 Data analysis
 Discussion of results
 Guidance on writing Results and Discussion of the research report

Deadline: 2 May 2017

This experiment is in four parts
 You will receive instructions for each part as you go through
 Parts 1-3 involve making decisions about faces. You will be
asked to look at pairs of faces and decide whether or not
these are pictures of the same person. You might recognise
some of the people, but eventually we are going to be
testing many other people. To help us with this, we would
like you to indicate how many other people you think would
be likely to get the answer right.
 Part 4 involves answering some questions about yourself









On each trial, you will see two faces on the screen
First you will be asked whether these are of the same person
or of two different people
Press 1 for ‘same’ and 2 for ‘different’; press Enter
Then you will be asked how many other people, out of 100,
you think would get this right. Enter a number between 0
and 100 and then press Enter to move on to the next trial.
There are 32 trials in each of parts 1-3

You will receive the instructions for the other parts of the
experiment as you go through
 If anything is not clear during the experiment, please put up
your hand (but keep quiet to maintain a controlled testing
environment) and one of us will be over as soon as possible
to help
 Please be silent during the experiment and afterwards, as
some people may still be completing the experiment.
 The experiment should be completed in exam conditions;
otherwise we are unlikely to see reliable effects.
 Please turn your mobile phones to silent!
 Do you have any questions about the experiment?


Why did we give you an info sheet, and ask you to sign a
consent form?
 Under what circumstances is getting informed consent
important?
 Is it especially important for some kinds of research?
 Is it especially important for some kinds of participants
(subjects)?
 Whose permission do you need to do experiments with
human or animal subjects?
 How easy (or hard) is it to get that permission?


Log in if you haven’t already
 Find the L: shared drive on your computer
 Open the folder “public”
 Open the folder “2017CognitiveResearchMethods”
 Copy the folder “Experiment2017” to your own computer
onto the C: drive


 It’s important to do this as it could slow the experiment down if you’re

all running it from the server and it could crash or you might end up
over-writing each others’ data
 Make sure you remember where you’ve saved the experiment!




Go to the Experiment2017 folder on the C: drive
Merge (overwrite as needed) existing files in that folder.







Please read the info sheet, and ask any questions
If you wish to do the experiment, please sign the consent
form (we’ll sign it later)
If you don’t wish to do the experiment, no problem; in this
case come back in 1 hour
Open the experiment folder on the C: drive
Double-click the file “FacePerception.ebs2”
 This is a bit slow, so please only double-click once



You should see an input box asking you for your participant
number
 You will see a message to say that the experiment is “not valid for

user” and “too old”; just press “run”




Participant number: needs to be unique & memorable!
Odd or even birthday:
 If your day of birth (e.g. 15th) is an ODD number, type 1 then press OK
 If your day of birth is an EVEN number, type 2 then press OK







Type your age and select your gender and handedness
Click OK to accept these settings
If you get a warning message then your participant number
isn’t unique; click “no” and change it
You may need to move your mouse out of the way so you
can’t see it on the screen
Make sure NumLock is on if you are responding using the
numeric keypad!




Please sit quietly
You can go on the internet, etc., as long as you don’t make
any noise and don’t distract anyone else!






Make sure you are in your local experiment folder on the C:
drive
Sort files by type
Your data file is a type “E-DataAid” file (*.edat2)
If there are several of these, yours is named
 “FacePerception-[your participant number]-[1/2 (date of birth

odd/even)]”



If you can’t find it, look at the last modified dates and find
today’s date
Double-click to open

Click File/Export
 Choose Excel from the drop-down list
 Click OK
 Give your file a unique (memorable) name – it will be saved
as a text file
 Click OK
 Close the E-DataAid program














Still within your local C: drive folder, open the text file you’ve just created
Click Edit/Select All
Click Edit/Copy
Open the Excel file “ResultTemplateNew.xlsx”
Click in cell A1 in the Excel file
Click Paste (on the Home tab, first button on the left)
Click File/SAVE AS
Save it in your network home drive (H:), in the downloads folder
Save the Excel file with a unique/memorable name (the files will be
brought together and we don’t want to overwrite other people’s data)



Have a break now 

Face perception is difficult!
 We are good at matching two different images of a face
when we are familiar with the person, but not when the
person is unfamiliar to us (Bruce et al., 2001)
 This has implications for the use of photo-ID, passport
control, eyewitness memory…
 Do people know how unreliable photo-ID is? More
specifically, do we show a ‘familiarity bias’ when predicting
how others will perform on a face matching task?
 Do we also show a ‘familiarity bias’ when judging the
perceptual similarity of two face images? (i.e. in our
expectations of other people’s performance)?










Bruce et al. (2001; Experiment 1) showed participants still
frames from a CCTV image of a person (each person was a
lecturer at Glasgow Psych department)
On each trial, they asked them to judge whether this was the
same or a different person as that shown in a digital photo
On half of trials the photo was of the same person and on the
other half it was of an unknown different person
For half of the participants, who were students in the
Glasgow Psych department, the CCTV images were of
familiar people
For the other half, who were students at Paisley, they were
unfamiliar





When participants were familiar with the person, they were
correct on about 93% of trials. Participants who were not
familiar with the person were only correct on about 66% of
trials – not much better than chance!
The following are data for cases in which two still images of
the same face were shown, such that “same” would be the
correct response, according to whether the faces were
familiar or unfamiliar.
Familiar
% correct



Unfamiliar
93

66

Conclusion: we are very bad at matching faces of unfamiliar
people




Are we aware of how unreliable face matching is? i.e. how
bad people are at matching faces?
Are we aware of how difficult this task is at a perceptual
level?

You saw 32 pairs of faces
 Half of them were two images of the same person
 Half were two images of different people, but were matched
for perceptual similarity
 Half of the trials were of ‘familiar’ people (UK celebrities)
while half were ‘unfamiliar’ (Australian celebrities)


Familiar (UK)

Unfamiliar (Aus)

Same

8 trials

8 trials

Different

8 trials

8 trials






First you were asked to judge whether they were the same
person or two different people
Then you were asked to judge how many other people would
get this correct out of 100
And then you were asked to judge how perceptually similar
the two pictures were on a scale of 1-7
Finally you were asked whether you were familiar with each
person before the study
Familiar (UK)
Proportion correct?
Prediction of others’ performance?
Perceptual similarity?
Actual familiarity:

Unfamiliar (Aus)




Actual familiarity: this is to check that the stimuli were really
familiar/unfamiliar to you. What should we expect here?
Proportion correct: if Bruce et al. (2001) are correct, then
what should we expect to find when comparing performance
for familiar versus unfamiliar faces?



Prediction of others’ performance:
 If we are aware of how bad people are at matching faces, then we

should see equal predictions for familiar and unfamiliar faces
 If we are not aware, then we should see a familiarity bias: where
participants predict that other people will perform better for the
familiar faces


Perceptual similarity:
 If we rate familiar and unfamiliar face pairs as equally perceptually

similar, this suggests that we are aware of how difficult the task really
is at the perceptual level
 If we rate familiar face pairs as more perceptually similar than
unfamiliar face pairs, this suggests that the familiarity bias affects our
ability to rate the perceptual characteristics of the stimuli





Data analysis and discussion of results
Bring your notes from your Statistics lectures/workshops and
your Stats/SPSS textbook
Topics to revise in preparation:
 Data screening (including identifying and removing outliers and

testing for normality)
 Descriptive statistics (measures of central tendency and variability)
 Inferential statistics for parametric and non-parametric data. We will

be testing for differences between conditions, for instance, for how
accurate people were in trials with two of the same face, according to
whether the face was familiar or not. (Would some kind of a T test be
appropriate to test this? What kind? If the data are not normally
distributed, what could we do instead of a T test?)



Read the empirical journal article by Bruce et al. (2001) – at
least Experiment 1
 This will give you more background to the experiment
 It will also give you more of an idea of what a research report should

look like


Try writing the Introduction and Methods sections of your
research report
 Not only will you be getting work out of the way well before your

deadline but we will have a question and answer session where you
can discuss any queries that may have arisen

